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1.

Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides
- Mermaids (2011)*

Pirates Of The Caribbean: Dead Man's Chest
- Davy Jones (2006)

2. Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides
- Mutiny (2011)*

2. Pirates Of The Caribbean: Dead Man's Chest
- Jack Sparrow (2006)

3. Inception – Dream is Collapsing (2010)*

3. Batman Begins - Molossus (2005)*

4. Inception - Time (2010)*

4. Madagascar - Zoosters Breakout (2005)*

5. The Pacific - Honor (2010)

5. King Arthur - Woad To Ruin (2004)*

6. Sherlock Holmes - Discombobulate (2009)*

6. The Ring - This Is Going To Hurt (2002)

7.

Angels & Demons - 160 BPM (2009)*

8. The Dark Knight - Aggressive Expansion
(2008)
9. The Dark Knight - Why So Serious? (2008)*
10. Pirates Of The Caribbean: At World's End
- Up Is Down (2007)
11. Pirates Of The Caribbean: At World's End
- Drink Up, Me Hearties (2007)

* Performed by London Music Works

7.

Spirit: Stallion Of The Cimarron - Homeland
(2002)*

8. Black Hawk Down - Leave No Man Behind
(2001)*
9. Mission: Impossible II - Injection (2000)*
10. The Prince Of Egypt - Red Sea (1998)*
11. The Peacemaker - End Titles (1997)*
12. The Lion King - This Land (1994)

He Came… He Scored… He Conquered
Hans Zimmer: King of Hollywood
The name needs little introduction, itself a brand and seal
of a certain kind of film music experience. One thing is for
sure, Hans Zimmer appears to be a magnet for success,
both critical and financial (though not always at the same
time). A glance down his recent filmography reveals that
three of the Top Ten highest grossing movies of all time
bear Zimmer’s touch and two of those are Pirates of the
Caribbean sequels. There’s little doubt then that the
fourth instalment, On Stranger Tides, will sail into the
chart and raise its flag high. That film, the latest in a
veritable barrage of film projects Hans Zimmer has
attached his name to, is just the tip of a Hollywood-sized
iceberg. Indeed the likes of Batman Begins, The Dark
Knight, Inception, Sherlock Holmes, Madagascar, The Ring
and Angels & Demons proves that this giant of a composer
is able to latch onto tinsel town’s A-List blockbuster
output, consume it and crank out note upon note of
high-end, high-gloss and high-power music, truly
dominating the artistic landscape.
From a purely Hollywood perspective, Zimmer seemingly
landed on his feet and hit the ground running. The
success-magnet was set firmly to ‘on’ from his first major
scoring projects as the likes of Rain Man and Driving Miss
Daisy became great awards successes; the former offered
a first Academy nomination for the composer. His eventual
Oscar win in 1994 for The Lion King was a key moment of
recognition and the work remains one of the composer’s
greatest accomplishments, itself the first of many
animated scoring assignments he would embrace.

Innovation and collaboration have always been at the
heart of Hans Zimmer’s music; as early as the 1980s when
he was working alongside Stanley Myers at the pair’s
‘Lillie Yard Studio’ in London, the young composer strove
to break new ground with the marriage of electronic and
acoustic instruments in film music. That imaginative and
passionate creative work was key in allowing Zimmer to
make the journey to America and begin to infuse films
with a new sound, a sound born not just of that work in
London, but also the collaboration of guest soloists and
composer contributors. A new wave was cresting in film
music and Hans Zimmer was riding it, gleefully, toward
near total control of a new Hollywood sound.
An integral development in Zimmer’s omniscience in
Hollywood was the creation of ‘Remote Control Studios’
(formerly ‘Media Ventures’) allowing the composer to
set up something of a creative hub not only as a base
of operations for his own composing needs, but also as a
film music harem of sorts, with space available for other
composers to work in and, of course, collaborate. Many
recognisable names cut their Hollywood teeth in this
factory of film music, including British composers John
Powell and Harry Gregson-Williams, as well as the likes
of Mark Mancina, Steve Jablonsky, Marc Streitenfeld,
Atli Örvarsson and Klaus Badelt. While this culture of
collaboration has divided some critics and fans – given
that multiple names are often credited with a film score’s
composition – it also allows for the free-flow of new ideas
and has resulted in some fantastically original, and indeed
memorable, music. Sherlock Holmes is a fine example,
while the first Pirates of the Caribbean score is perhaps
a more infamous one.

Another cunning piece of foresight by the composer
was an early partnership with the fledgling DreamWorks
studio in the late 90s. It led to a roster of high profile
composing gigs, including their first release: the glossy
Clooney/Kidman actioner The Peacemaker, their first
animated epic The Prince of Egypt, plus spooky horrors
The Ring and The Ring Two and of course a certain film
called Gladiator. Zimmer’s relationship with Hollywood’s
youngest studio has only gained in strength and in recent
years he became head of the company’s film music
division, a role which has allowed him to oversee
(or ‘over-produce’ as is often his credit) many more
scores than those he would simply be responsible for
as composer.
Enduring collaborations have also proved fruitful for
Zimmer, from a sporadic but ongoing creative relationship
with director Ron Howard – Backdraft to Frost/Nixon, via
The Da Vinci Code and Angels & Demons – to a lengthy
one with blockbuster producer Jerry Bruckheimer –
including the likes of Days Of Thunder, Crimson Tide,
each of the Pirates movies and the big-budget, but faintly
lacklustre, King Arthur. His most recent pairing has been
with British director Christopher Nolan, with whom Hans
has now worked three times. The composer’s work - with
co-composer James Newton Howard - added gravitas and
intensity to both Batman Begins and The Dark Knight
(even more so in the case of the latter) and most recently
he turned heads with his solo effort on the massively
successful dreamscape thriller Inception.

That latter score inspired yet another Oscar nomination,
the music being some of the most integral written for the
screen in a while, from a composer who knows – more than
many – how and when to push all the right buttons. The
convergence of the synthetic and the acoustic, when done
as expertly as only Hans Zimmer knows how, made for
a stunning listening experience.
Technology, innovation and ego aside, Hans Zimmer’s
music manages to get right down to the bones of a film,
with a raw emotional energy that comes right from the
heart and a vast palette of musical ornamentation at
his disposal.
If it be scientists, kings, talking animals, spies or pirates,
you know Hans Zimmer will discover the perfect
accompaniment in his bottomless treasure chest of music.
That’s why, whether you like it or not, he’s the unrivalled
King of Hollywood.

Michael Beek
Writer, Film Music Journalist, Critic
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